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Directive 2014/53/EU (Radio Equipment Directive 
[RED]) replaced the previous directive 1999/5/EG 
(Radio Equipment and Telecommunications Terminal 
Equipment Directive [R&TTED]) on 13 June, 2016; 
both directives can be applied until the end of the 
transition period on 12 June, 2017.
As of 13 June, 2017, all products regulated  
by the scope of RED must also meet the RED 
requirements.

The general requirements for products regulated by 
the scope of RED are defined as follows:
∙  Protection of the health and safety of humans  

and household pets and livestock (Article 3.1[a])
∙  EaEstablishn appropriate level of electromagnetic 

compatibility (Article 3.1[b])
∙  Effective and efficient use of the radio  

frequencies (Article 3.2)
∙  Additional general requirements for certain  

product groups still to be defined by the  
European Committee (Article 3.3)

This are the requirements the market participants –  
manufacturers, importers and dealers – will need 
to deal with. But what exactly has changed with  
the new directive and what does this mean for
the certification process to market products in the 
European area?

WHO DOES THE RADIO EQUIPMENT  
DIRECTIVE APPLY TO?
RED is generally designed for the use of radio 
equipment (transmitters and/or receivers).
 
Example
Household kitchen device equipped with a WLAN 
adapter:
According to the R&TTE directive, the focus was  
on testing the WLAN adapter regarding the radio 
spectrum – on the one hand separately and on  
the other hand as used with the household  
kitchen device.

This example describes what is referred to as  
„combined equipment“. „Combined equipment“  
is understood to be the (physical) connection  
between a radio system and a device which –  
when considered separately – is subject to the  
scope of one or more other directives (e.g. EMC 
directive, machinery directive, medical equipment 
directive, automotive directive....).

All of these devices are now (additionally) regulated 
by the scope of RED and must – possibly along 
with the requirements of their original directives – 
meet the general requirements of RED.

There are various additional examples for this:
∙ Washing machine with Bluetooth® module
∙ Industrial printer with ZigBee control
∙ Broadcast van of a broadcasting company

„Combined equipment“ was previously often  
considered separately concerning the individual 
components; now the final product is in the focus 
of RED. Along with the obligatory measurements 
regarding the radio spectrum, additional measure-
ments may now be added which were formerly  
not considered for the complete device.
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If, for example, the conformity of a battery-operated 
MP3 player could be demonstrated by the EMC  
directive, the aspects of electrical safety  (EN 60950-1 
or as of 2018 EN 62368-1) and health protection (E.g. 
SAR measurements) must now also be considered 
for the same device with an additional WLAN module.
The same applies under certain circumstances 
when individual components are equipped with  
radio modules in the area of automation technology 
or when radio technologies are networked in vehicles.

Conclusion
RED applies to the final product. This should already 
be considered in the development phase.

DOES RED APPLY SOLELY TO DEVICES  
WITH RADIO TECHNOLOGY?
RED applies largely to products with radio  
technologies. Exceptions, however, include
∙  Amateur radio equipment
∙  Equipment on ships
∙  Radio equipment on board of aeroplanes
∙  Test modules exclusively used for research  

and development purposes

But the use of a radio component is not the only 
indicator for the necessity of a RED declaration  
of conformity. RED also considers radio receivers
(radios, TV receivers, DVB-T receivers...) and all 
devices which have implemented a radio transmitter 
or receiver.

The following can be mentioned as examples  
of products now regulated by RED:
∙ AM/FM radios and receivers
∙ TVs without radio modules
∙ Hi-Fi AMP with AM/FM receiver

All of these devices were previously covered  
by the EMC directive. As of 13/06/2017, their 
conformity must be clarified in accordance  
with the Radio Equipment Directive.

In contrast, wired telecommunication end devices 
such as landlines or modems were phased out  
of the RED scope and are now subject to such 
directives, the EMC directive and possibly the 
Low-Voltage directive.

THE DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
As with those products under R&TTE, the marketing 
of a product requires a declaration of conformity.
There are various options for declaring the  
aforementioned conformity of a product:

Internal production control (Annex II):
The manufacturer prepares the required technical
documents and carries out all actions required 
to ensure that the manufacturing process and the 
constant monitoring of the products meets the  
basic requirements. 
Moreover the manufacturer affixes the CE label  
and creates the declaration of conformity.

Prototype testing by a notified body
+ Internal production control (Annex III):
A notified body reviews the technical documents
regarding the RED requirements and issues an  
EU prototype test certificate for a positive result.
The manufacturer fulfils the duties in Annex II and 
also reports any changes to the prototype which 
could impact its conformity to the notified body.

Comprehensive quality assurance (Annex IV):
The manufacturer operates an approved quality 
assurance system for development, manufacturing,
final acceptance, and testing of its radio products.
This quality assurance system is evaluated and 
cyclically monitored by a notified body.

Annex II:
Internal Production  

Control

Annex III: EU-Type  
Examination through a 
Notified Body + Internal 

Production Control

Article 3.2: Frequency Spectrum 
and Article 3.3 (Application of 

harmonized standards)

Annex IV:  
Full Quality Assurance
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The CE label is  
mandatory for a  
market launch.

All three options specified can only be applied, 
however, when the evidence of the general
requirements in accordance with Art. 3.2. and 3.3 
refers to the application of harmonised standards. 
Since the end of the transitional period, a large 
number of standards have already been harmoni-
zed and included in the „Official Journal“ of the EU 
Commission. The standards for Bluetooth, WLAN 
2.4 GHz and GSM/UMTS/LTE have to be menti-
oned here.
Nevertheless, some core technologies are still mis-
sing: WLAN 5 GHz, GPS or even wireless charging.
As it is expected that the complete harmonization 
of the still missing standards will be possible only 
in the second quarter of 2018, manufacturers will 
continue to have only two ways to make a declarati-
on of conformity for many products:
∙  Prototype testing by a notified body + internal 

production controls
∙  Comprehensive quality assurance

In any case, a notified body must be involved  
for standards not yet harmonised.

WHAT DUTIES THUS RESULT FOR THE
MANUFACTURER DUE TO RED?

Products being marketed must meet the general  
requirements of RED. The products must be  
designed in a way that they can be operated in  
at least one EU member state without violating  
the applicable regulations on the use of radio  
frequencies. The product‘s conformity must be 
demonstrated in accordance with one of the three 
conformity-evaluation procedures.

In the case of product conformity, the manufacturer 
affixes the CE label and creates a declaration of  
conformity to be enclosed with the product.  
Moreover, the technical documents must be  
kept for ten years starting with market launch.

The products must be equipped with an identification 
label (e.g. batch or serial number), the trade names 
or trademarks, the postal address and the enclosed 
product documents must be written in a language 
easily understood by the final consumer. The  
frequencies used and the power emitted must also 
be provided for products emitting radio waves.
Finally, any usage restrictions must be indicated  
on the packaging.

DOES THE RED DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
ONLY APPLY FOR THE EU?
The RED declaration of conformity and the resulting 
attachment of the CE label is mandatory for 
a market launch in Europe. In order to market a 
product globally, however, various certifications are 
required since no globally applicable certification 
regime exists.
These certifications specify that the product meets 
the requirements of the target market and thus 
enable market access.

While RED applies for the EU, only those products 
demonstrating FCC or ISED certification may be 
marketed in North America and Canada. The market 
launch of radio technologies in Japan requires  
compliance with the regulations of the Association  
of Radio Industries and Businesses (ARIB).

In North America only 
those products may be 
marketed which can 
demonstrate FCC or 
ISED certification.

Annex IV:  
Full Quality Assurance

Annex III: EU-Type  
Examination through a 
Notified Body + Internal 

Production Control

Article 3.2: Frequency  
Spectrum and Article 3.3  

(Application of harmonized  
standards)
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The RED declaration of conformity for the EU  
area offers a further advantage in addition to the 
certification of the product for the European  
market. It is namely an independent certification  
of the products with radio technologies for other 

markets necessary, but the test outlay is  
transparent, because the other requirements  
for market access focus on the aforementioned 
certification regimes, including the Radio  
Equipment Directive

WHAT SHOULD THE MANUFACTURER DO THEN?
How devices should be handled which are already 
on the market and which meet the requirements
of the directives currently in place, but will completely 
or additionally fall under the scope of RED no later 
than on 13 June, 2017?

A thorough analysis is required here as to which 
requirements are already covered and which
still need to be fulfilled by the end device. The  
following applies: The more detailed the analysis, 
the lower the expected (cost) expenditures.

Such an analysis can, of course, be performed 
independently by the manufacturer or by a service 
provider or a notified body. The latter is advisable, 
sometimes even mandatory, since a large part of 
RED‘s harmonised standards have been changed 
or are currently in various stages of development.

With its global network and notified bodies,  
CETECOM can assist with the conformity  
procedure for the new Radio Equipment Directive.

But CETECOM offers even more: With our  
comprehensive global accreditations, recognitions
and global contacts to decision-making commit-
tees, we can always provide you with up-to-date 
information on the standards, directives and access 
requirements for every market which you pursue.

CETECOM provides certification in accordance 
with international standards for a wide range of 
industries and technologies. We can perform  
any required tests or even take over the entire  
certification process from beginning to end. We 
apply our expertise to assist you in launching  
your product quickly on your target market and  
in compliance with the requirements.
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For over twenty years, CETECOM has been renowned as an independent provider for test and certification services. With test  
labs in Europe, North America and Asia, CETECOM provides consulting, testing and certification for wireless technologies such  
as Cellular, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, RFID, NFC and Radar. We furthermore perform a wide range of testing in the areas of EMC, Radio, 
OTA, SAR, field trials, acoustics and safety.
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